
This article is about the impact of politics on 
the human dimension. How does it impact 
your workday? How does it take away passion 
or spark courage? Does it have the same 
impact on all generations and profiles? 
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Talking About 
Organizational
Politics



Organisational politics is one of
the most implicit and
destructive players of systemic
change in organisations.

We have accompanied
organisations in Change
Programs both small and large,
local and global.

Many projects implemented
80% of the change. Good
enough, right?

Why do we need to talk 
about Organisational Politics?

Yes, good enough to allow organisations to create grass roots
viral change that can spread throughout the organisation.

The remaining 20% that didn’t change was linked to things at
the top of the organisation, and was on another political level.

To understand a bit more about politics we decided to
interview a sample of senior leaders to get their opinions,
inputs and experience on this topic.
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"Leaders who face organisational Politics 
feel pretty lonely out there"



So, What is Politics?

While most people see Politics in a negative and destructive
way, politics can also serve to be useful for organizational
growth especially in times of change when resistance from
people in power is high and influencing stakeholders is key.

Michael Jarret, Professor from INSEAD University says:

The thing about politics in an organization, is that people get
used to it. To a certain degree it becomes part of the culture
code i.e. how things are done around here, and therefore
translates into implicit assumptions within the organization. This
leaves people with 3 choices:

Survivors: I’m going to learn to play the game, and then
decide what my model looks like to play to the rules. Playing
clean, dirty or a mix.

Protectors: I’m going to distance myself from this to protect
myself. I won’t engage with it.

Silent onlookers/bystanders: I understand the rules of the game
but will remain on the side-lines and non-committed regarding
this subject.
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“Organisational politics refers to a variety of 
activities associated with the use of influence 
tactics to improve personal or organisational 

interests”



From the various interviews we have seen that when personal
ambition is not detrimental to that of the organisation, that kind
of politics is very well supported, because it creates a
framework of psychological safety for people.

Most of the respondents we interviewed see Politics in a
pejorative way, as a way to gain personal power through
position, money, recognition or career advancement.

One thing we have noticed is most large organizations have
become breeding grounds for politics and people know it’s too
naïve to think that you can grow in an organization if you don't
play politics. This is your choice as to where you play, how you
play and how you react to the political game
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“When Integrity is your hallmark and you fully
embrace that politics to some degree will
stay, then you will not get blown down by
frustration”
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How does politics impact 
you?

Both survivors, protectors and silent onlookers
suffer the negative effects of organizational
politics.

When we asked people, how does it
negatively impact them, we got the
following categories of responses.
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What if you took a little 
mindful walk before 

going home? 
What if you started 

sharing with your peers? 

Impact of Politics: Family Pressure

Disappointed by politics, people control their temper
and frustration at work with colleagues, and often
become emotionally distant. Coming home with an
emotional overload, might look like:

Remaining aloof and silent.
Getting irritated quickly.
Rambling about work at dinner.

Waking up at night with anxiety.
Constantly distracted or preoccupied by office 

subjects and/or their phone.

“One has to play a tough game out there. That is 
keeping disappointments, fears, and frustrations in your 
pocket, controlling your emotions, not sharing how you 
feel about things, not sharing your fear and not sharing 

your failure.”
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Understand what is fuelling your 
paranoia and try to consciously take 
distance and change  your thought 

process

Impact of Politics: Paranoia
Playing scenarios over in your head, doubting other
peoples’ intentions ? Wondering if the suggestions
made by colleagues in the meeting are genuine, or is it
intended to make you fail?

Running through different scenarios in your head on the 

intentions of different stakeholders is like having several 

television channels switched on in your brain at the same 

time, and trying to figure out which one you want to tune 

in to.

A strong focus on what could go wrong leads to us
becoming Hyper vigilant. An intense anxiety about all
the dangers leaves less room for the mind to rest and
connect. We get used to this state of mind very
quickly, and it becomes normalized, which can lead to
burn out, demotivation and unhappiness at work.

“This is a hard way to live and burns vital energy that 
could otherwise be put to creativity in the 

organizations”
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Impact of Politics: Loneliness

The shock and disappointment of certain situations,
creates distance with what is happening, with your
peers, and you wonder how to influence the system.
You can often find yourself in a lonely place where you
wished someone would understand your ideas and
create a safe, clean space for true collaboration to
happen.

Do you feel like you are stuck on no man’s land? 
A feeling of having strong convictions, vision and 
skills but yet feeling powerless ? 

“Exhaustion does not come from doing too much, 
exhaustion comes from doing too much alone.”

Are you afraid to disrupt the
equilibrium of alliances ?

What if you actively looked for someone
who shared your point of view? What if you
collaborated with other like-minded people
in your network to produce further ideas ? A
conversation is like a seed, creating fertile
ground and space for ideas to grow.
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Impact of Politics: Obsessive Sport 

Sport is known as a stress regulator and can create a
feel good factor. This is often used as a way to keep
the balance, to feel better and to tell yourself that you
have some control over the situation.
It can also be a numbing technique - things you do to
not feel the pain and to regain control of something.
When you're irritated, sad or frustrated what do you do
to not feel the pain? Do you watch TV, eat, go for a
run, bike, go out with friends or get on social media?
Are you going on social media because it's really nice
to connect with a good friend or is it to escape difficult
thoughts or a difficult conversation?

Think about how you react to 
stress and how your resilience 

affects you. 
How can you create sustainable 
mental and physical balance? 

Sports are good, right? Biking is good right?
It’s good to catch up a laugh on social media, 
right? Yes!



How does politics impact
organizations?
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Blame Culture

Transformation and
Change

Decision Making

Relationship & 
collaboration

Process & 
Organisational
Design



Indicators that politics exist
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Do you see people lying 
in certain 
circumstances?

Are people setup for 
failure in some 
circumstances? Are failures and issues 

openly discussed in all 
arenas? 

Do you ever find out 
things from the external 
press as opposed to from 
internal communication 
channels? 

Does giving feedback 
include helping others 
grow? 

Do all stakeholders take 
responsibility for their 
part of the failures and 
not sit in a position of 
privilege? 

Are failures discussed 
openly without finger 
pointing?

Is there a different 
storyline depending on 
who you speak to?

Is there clear & consistent 
rationale for how decisions are 
made? 

How much information is 
transparently shared?

Do you see hidden 
agendas in any 
meetings? 



Few tips to counter 
Organizational Politics

Leaders can’t ignore Politics.
Leaders can’t run away from Politics.
Leaders need to understand the impact of Politics 
Leaders need to be politically savvy to drive 
organizational results. 
Leaders need to define the rules of their game!

TIP1: Learn what you can Control and Cannot Control

There are always things you can and cannot control in any
environment, and where you have the biggest lever is how
you decide to react to these things. Politics is linked to the
notions of power often, and as history has shown us in any
human society, it will always exist. Your challenge is to remain
almost neutral – not detached but not attached either – a
happy medium that allows you to motivate yourself, your
people and move the organization on.
You cannot control other peoples’ experience of the situation
or their drive and motivation, but you can definitely influence
and coach for better understanding.
You cannot control how others behave or “walk the talk” – but
you can carry on leading by example, actively listening and
humbly learn from your observations.
You cannot control blame and “power greed”, but you can
lead through your values and courageously look into your
fears, which does not mean you are not powerful – quite the
opposite, and it is only through having behaviour that is so
diametrically opposed that you can make these extremes
visible. The organizational system may not react, but you can,
and people will notice this.
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TIP2: Bring Joy in the midst of stress

This is about self-awareness and understanding why you are
acting in a certain way. Ask yourself the question – Is this really
what makes me happy – am I belonging or just fitting in? Am I
trying to escape situations as opposed to dealing with them?
Is it hard to go against the grain and be someone who steps
out of the cultural codes?
If you answered yes to one of these questions, then Yes, you
need to…

Stop running away from the pain.
Stop running away from the frustration. 
Feel the pain.
Stay with the pain. 
Coz when you stay with the pain, 
Joy will show up.

If you don't feel the 
pain, it's hard to feel 

the joy

“It's much easier to talk about what we want 
and what we need than it is to talk about the 

fears, the feelings, and the scarcity” 
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So, we'd love for you to take time out in between your run, in
between your biking, in between your social media / YouTube
time or whatever other numbing techniques you use, to stop
and reflect seriously, and feel.

What is it that I'm feeling right now? What are my deepest
fears? What is stopping me from answering these questions
honestly? It will be uncomfortable, it will be weird, but it will
open doors. Brené Brown tells us that we need ‘braver leaders.
Brave leadership is about feeling your fears and becoming
aware of your feelings, and as Brené Brown tells us:

Once again, the reaction to this subject is also influenced by
the culture and values of the organization. Our research
clearly showed that in cultures where failure was frowned
upon, vulnerability was non-existent and where it was all
about the ‘strongest hero’s’ in terms of leadership, leaders
suffered a lot more from stress and lack of joy.

"If we are brave enough often enough, we will 
fall; this is the physics of vulnerability. When we 

commit to showing up and risking falling, we 
are actually committing to falling. Daring is not 

saying, “I’m willing to risk failure.” Daring is 
saying, “I know I will eventually fail and I’m still 

all in.”
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TIP3: Dealing with Blame: Have a courageous 
conversation

If you are receiving blame, normalize the situation to stop the
blaming process by: “Accepting you are part of the problem”.
Start by looking at the 2% truth in what’s being said. Look for
the intention behind the blame.

Ask to have a dialogue where you can curiously explore how
things were setup for failure.

When something goes wrong, we’re too busy making
connections as quickly as we can about whose fault it is, who
should have done what, instead of slowing down, listening,
and leaving enough space for empathy to arise.
Bravery is about engaging in a conversation that can make
you feel uncomfortable. It is a conversation with uncertainty,
the outcomes of which can question you, what you think, and
your actions.

Remember, we are all collectively co-responsible for any
failure in a system. When we adopt this mindset, teams and
organizations can quickly jump into a real, humble and
valuable conversation. However, this seldom happens in the
fast-paced, ego driven organizational cultures that are
prevalent today, but this is a shifting paradigm, as
organisations become more networked and the silo-ed
boundaries are blurred.

“Blame is simply the discharge of discomfort, 
pain and anger” (Brené Brown)
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TIP4: Free your mind from anxiety of politics

Humans are wired for storytelling and have been since the
beginning of time. One should never underestimate the power
of the stories we tell ourselves, and the stories that can get
created collectively to fit in with the political landscape you
live and work in.

Bring more clarity by courageously sharing the story you are
making in your head and don’t become paranoid by creating
stories.

A simple and courageous way to do this is to share your story
openly with your colleagues:

E.g. The story I am making is that ______(STORY e.g.: you 
are waiting for me to fail) and that makes me 
________(FEELING e.g.: not trust you), I need 
_________(YOUR NEED: you to share the more information 
with my team).

You may choose not to embark on the conversation
immediately, but just journaling what you think and feel will
bring you more clarity and less anxiety.

You have the choice to switch off that TV channel in your
brain that makes stories i.e. you have the choice to believe
every thought you have, and you also have the choice to act
differently on these story blocks.

You also have the choice to question the stories you hear and
decide whether to engage or not.
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Change starts with you. 



Conclusion

We can of course reduce the percentage of time Politics
impacts organizational growth and learn to ride the waves of
Politics.

We can also make conscious decisions to use what we know
to leverage change and influence collective intelligence to
counter the more ego-driven behaviour.

We saw from our research that there are already leaders who
do this, either implicitly or explicitly, but they do it and they
look out for other people in this environment and ‘have their
back’.

This is the hardest shift for leaders and for organizations – the
shift from individual to collective, in every sense of the word.
Organizational politics will be challenged by the onset of more
collaboration and collective intelligence, but you must be
careful to be vigilant to the new ways of functioning and
assumptions that they bring.

These are just a few tips for moving forward with building
organizational courage either as an individual leader, a team
or a community of practice.

We cannot work with 
fear we need to work 

with passion and 
courage

We need to create leaders who are courageous and 
passionate. 
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Who do you want to become?
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